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Open mind
Open heart
Open will



Food waste…

www.smaackmakers.nl



We WASTE
30-50% of all

food that is produced



We WASTE
1.3 billion tonnes of food. 

Enough to feed 3 billion
people = 

10 times the US 
population



If FOODWASTE was a country,
It would be the 3rd largest country



indirect waste



Consumer is the largest contributor

to food waste

in Europe 50% of all waste



Why does it matter?

10 billion
in 2050



• A common EU methodology to 
measure food waste

• Multistakeholder EU Platform 
on Food Losses and Food Waste

• Measures to clarify EU 
legislation related to foodwaste

• Examining ways to improve the 
use of date marking

To support achievement of the SDG targets for food waste reduction in the 
EU, the Commission is:



Multistakeholder 

Voluntary agreement







Estethic requirements as one of the main causes of food waste at the
producers level

Fight

THE beauty contest









A platform against food waste



foodwaste







or

symptoms

of underlying problems?

Is food waste the problem?



Foodwaste is 

a symptom

of 

underlying

problems

…

We need a systems 

approach





degradation of soils

biodiversityloss Watershortage

hunger

dead coasts (eutrophication)

obesity

povertyAnimal suffering



the animal industry:

no. 1 consumer of fresh water 



The animal industry:

18 - 51% of all greenhouse gas 

emissions 



the animal industry:

80% of all arable land 



OVER 75% of the world wide produced SOY and 44% 
of all GRAIN is used as FEED

ANIMAL INDUSTRY







talking about waste… 





High environmental impact

Low environmental impact



the global

meat consumption

increases

Projection for 2050: 

doubled



We cannot close our eyes

to the underlying problems



We need to ask ourselves the question:

For who do we produce??

And who pays for it?







Places to intervene

in the system



What is the issue?
e.g.  Consumers buy too much 
and throw away food to easily

What is happening again 

and again?
e.g. not all that is bought or 
prepared is consumed

Why is this happening?
e.g. food is cheap and buying 
more (is promoted all around us

What are the underlying 

worldviews, values?
e.g.  Profit maximization,  food 
as infinite commodity, costs 
payed by future generations, 
externalities are not internalised



We need to feed the world

WHAT IS THE STORY WE TELL OURSELVES?



WHAT IS THE STORY WE TELL OURSELVES?

We need to feed the world

nourish



Does not meet the recommended daily amount of vegetables & 

fruits



IMPACT

WHERE
SUSTAINABLE & HEALTY

MEET



We need to solve post harvest

losses

And before!!

WHAT IS THE STORY WE TELL OURSELVES?



We need to

Rethink

Realize

Reconnect

redesign



doelgroep



krnwtr
tabWATER







Kleinere portie vlees
Overweight people outnumbers

people with hunger

Overweight people



FAIR COMPETITION?

For every 1 euro spend on 

promoting healthy food,

2000 euro is spend on 

promoting hyperprocessed foods



Production ConsumptionFoodEnvironment





Polar bear
Open discussion on what is needed
- At system level and
- At the level of short term changes
- Responsibility

Voluntary agreements on
- Stop onmarketing promoting to buy more
- Facilitating healthy and sustainable

behaviour
- Portioning in the gastronomy sector



We are in this together.

Thank you.



Natascha Kooiman
natascha@smaackmakers.nl

www.smaackmakers.nl

Smaackmakers



Smaackmakers
Versnellers van een duurzaam voedselsysteem en 

eetpatroon
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